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Emma 2019-05-20
die geschichte des jugendlichen stolzes und der gefahren einer falsch interpretierten romanze

Emma: The Jane Austen Illustrated Edition 2010-07-01
this special edition of emma includes the famous illustrations by charles edmond brock created in 1898 brock and his
brothers were all successful illustrators of the day and often posed for each other using costumes props and furniture in
their cambridge studio brock s younger brother henry also illustrated austen s books and joined him in illustrating other
austen releases for this set of 1898 editions in conceiving emma woodhouse jane austen set out to create a heroine whom
no one but myself will much like a naive and spoiled young lady she is at the pinnacle of local society and lives with her
doddering father her neighbor mr knightley is the hero of the tale ten years her senior he sees emma s faults and delights
in pointing them out to her emma as an heiress has no need to marry but she feels strongly that her less fortunate friends
must certainly do so and she is tireless in promoting the best interests of those she holds dear her first project is her new
friend harriet smith a young lady of unknown parentage but sweet disposition after thoroughly disrupting a match between
harriet and a handsome young local farmer emma pushes harriet to aim for the vicar who himself has his eye on emma by
the time that misunderstanding is untangled emma has mr knightley thoroughly disapproving of her against the backdrop
of highbury society emma is a charming tale of a young woman coming of age learning to mind her own business and
discovering her own heart resides with the strong steadfast gentleman next door

Emma 2016-04-02
why buy our paperbacks standard font size of 10 for all books high quality paper fulfilled by amazon expedited shipping 30
days money back guarantee beware of low quality sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars most of
them use low quality papers binding their pages fall off easily some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less to
increase their profit margin it makes their books completely unreadable how is this book unique unabridged 100 original
content font adjustments biography included illustrated about emma by jane austen emma by jane austen is a novel about
youthful hubris and the perils of misconstrued romance the novel was first published in december 1815 as in her other
novels austen explores the concerns and difficulties of genteel women living in georgian regency england she also creates
a lively comedy of manners among her characters before she began the novel austen wrote i am going to take a heroine
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whom no one but myself will much like in the first sentence she introduces the title character as emma woodhouse
handsome clever and rich emma is spoiled headstrong and self satisfied she greatly overestimates her own matchmaking
abilities she is blind to the dangers of meddling in other people s lives and her imagination and perceptions often lead her
astray this novel has been adapted for several films many television programs and a long list of stage plays

Emma (the Very Illustrated Edition) 2013-02-02
emma is a comic novel by jane austen first published in december 1815 about the perils of misconstrued romance the main
character emma woodhouse is described in the opening paragraph as handsome clever and rich but is also rather spoiled
this edition includes 12 tinted line drawings by c e brock 1898 24 watercolors by c e brock 1909 39 black and white
drawings by hugh thomson 1896

Emma 2015-09-29
the culmination of jane austen s genius a sparkling comedy of love and marriage now in a stunning 200th anniversary
penguin classics deluxe edition now a major motion picture starring anya taylor joy beautiful clever rich and single emma
woodhouse is perfectly content with her life and sees no need for either love or marriage nothing however delights her
more than interfering in the romantic lives of others but when she ignores the warnings of her good friend mr knightley
and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her protégée harriet smith her carefully laid plans soon unravel and have
consequences that she never expected with its imperfect but charming heroine and its witty and subtle exploration of
relationships emma is often seen as jane austen s most flawless work this penguin classics deluxe edition celebrates two
hundred years of austen s beloved novel with a beautiful cover designed by illustrator dadu shin and comprehensive notes
drawing specially from the jane austen collection at goucher college this is an edition to be treasured by students and
collectors alike for more than sixty five years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the english
speaking world with more than 1 500 titles penguin classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning
translators
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Emma Mcchesney and Co 2021-04-16
a fine exclusive edition of one of literature s most beloved stories featuring a laser cut jacket on a textured book with foil
stamping all titles in this series will be first editions no more than 10 000 copies will be printed and each will be
individually numbered from 1 to 10 000 she wished she might be able to keep him from an absolute declaration that would
be so very painful a conclusion of their present acquaintance and yet she could not help rather anticipating something
decisive she felt as if the spring would not pass without bringing a crisis an event a something to alter her present
composed and tranquil state beautiful clever and rich emma woodhouse is perfectly content with her single life and sees no
need for neither love or nor marriage however nothing delights her more than interfering in the romantic lives of others
but when she ignores the warnings of her good friend mr knightley and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her
protégée harriet smith her carefully laid plans soon unravel and have consequences that she never expected emma seasons
edition spring is one of four titles available in march 2021 the spring season also will include the hunchback of notre dame
the secret garden and the adventures of sherlock holmes

Emma (Seasons Edition -- Spring) 2021-04-13
miss emma woodhouse of hartfield lives in the small town of highbury and is young pretty and rich though she has decided
she will never marry emma takes credit for matchmaking her friend and former governess miss taylor to the widower mr
weston emma decides to organize marriages for others of her acquaintance despite friendly warnings not to meddle from
mr knightley who is both an old friend her brother in law and the wealthy owner of donwell abbey emma resolves to marry
her new friend a pretty orphan named harriet smith to the young parish priest mr elton this fails once emma realizes to her
horror that elton desires to marry her instead new arrivals come to highbury including young orphan miss fairfax and elton
s new pretentious wife frank churchill the handsome son of mr weston also arrives generating interest and gossip emma so
sure of her ability to judge the feelings of others believes that frank wishes to marry her eventually the town discovers that
frank and miss fairfax have been secretly engaged while emma comes to recognize her true feelings for mr knightley

Emma 2020-01-20
beautiful clever rich and single emma woodhouse is perfectly content with her life and sees no need for either love or
marriage nothing however delights her more than interfering in the romantic lives of others but when she ignores the
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warnings of her good friend mr knightley and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her protegee harriet smith her
carefully laid plans soon unravel and have consequences that she never expected with its imperfect but charming heroine
and its witty and subtle exploration of relationships emma is often seen as jane austen s most flawless work

Emma 2022-02-24
jane austen teased readers with the idea of a heroine whom no one but myself will much like but emma is irresistible
handsome clever and rich emma is also an imaginist on fire with speculation and foresight she sees the signs of romance
all around her but thinks she will never be married her matchmaking maps out relationships that jane austen ironically
tweaks into a clearer perspective judgement and imagination are matched in games the reader too can enjoy and the end is
a triumph of understanding

Emma 2021-02-10
emma woodhouse is the lovely lively willful and fallible heroine of jane austen s fourth published novel confident that she
knows best emma schemes to find a suitable husband for her pliant friend harriet only to discover that she understands the
feelings of others as little as she does her own heart as emma puzzles and blunders her way through the mysteries of her
social world austen evokes for her readers a cast of unforgettable characters and a detailed portrait of a small town
undergoing historical transition written with matchless wit and irony judged by many to be her finest novel emma has been
adapted many times for film and television this new edition contains lively notes and an introduction that shows how
austen brilliantly turns the mundane into the exceptional we are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our
extensive classic library collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades and therefore
have not been accessible to the general public the aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast
reservoir of literature and our view is that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back into print
after many decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from the original
works to ensure a high quality product each title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been
guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work we hope
that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an enriching experience
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Emma 2018-05-02
emma is a comic novel by jane austen first published in december 1815 about the perils of misconstrued romance the main
character emma woodhouse is described in the opening paragraph as handsome clever and rich but is also rather spoiled
prior to starting the novel austen wrote i am going to take a heroine whom no one but myself will much like

Emma 2021-04-30
beautiful clever rich and single emma woodhouse is perfectly content with her life and sees no need for either love or
marriage nothing however delights her more than interfering in the romantic lives of others but when she ignores the
warnings of her good friend mr knightley and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her protegee harriet smith her
carefully laid plans soon unravel and have consequences that she never expected with its imperfect but charming heroine
and its witty and subtle exploration of relationships emma is often seen as jane austen s most flawless work

Emma 2022-10-06
emma is a novel by jane austen first published in 1815 it follows the story of emma woodhouse a young woman who lives in
the small english village of highbury emma prides herself on her matchmaking abilities and sets out to find suitable
partners for her friends and acquaintances however her well intentioned meddling often leads to misunderstandings and
complications as emma navigates the social intricacies of highbury she becomes entangled in her own romantic
misunderstandings and discovers her own feelings for mr knightley a close family friend through a series of humorous and
sometimes poignant events emma learns about the consequences of her actions and matures into a more self aware and
compassionate individual emma explores themes of love social class and the consequences of interference in others lives
with its wit charm and vivid characters the novel remains a beloved classic of english literature

"emma", By Jane Austen (english Edition) 2024-04-18
emma woodhouse is perfectly content with her life and sees no need for either love or marriage nothing however delights
her more than interfering in the romantic lives of others but when she ignores the warnings of her good friend mr
knightley and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her protegee harriet smith her carefully laid plans soon unravel and
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have consequences that she never expected with its imperfect but charming heroine and its witty and subtle exploration of
relationships emma is often seen as jane austen s most flawless work

Emma 2017-05-15
povestea mândriei tinerești și a pericolelor romantismului

Emma 2019-06-28
emma by j austen worldwide literature classic among top 100 literary novels of all time a must read for everybody in the
1980s italo calvino the most translated contemporary italian writer at the time of his death said in his essay why read the
classics that a classic is a book that has never finished saying what it has to say without any doubt this book can be
considered a classicthis book is also a bestseller because as steinberg defined a bestseller as a book for which demand
within a short time of that book s initial publication vastly exceeds what is then considered to be big sales

Emma 2017-04-03
there are people who the more you do for them the less they will do for themselves after taking credit for her friend s
wedding emma woodhouse sets her sights on more matchmaking oblivious to the damage her efforts cause she also finds
herself wondering for the first time about her own marital status emma ia a classic novel and contains all of jane austen s
trademark wit and humour

Emma 2017-03-24
historien om ungdommelig stolthet og farene til romantikk

Emma 2019-06-27
l histoire de l hubris juvénile et les dangers d une histoire d amour mal interprétée
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Emma 2019-05-20
emma is a young lady who lost her mother as an infant and was brought up to be spoilt by her father thus she is a bit
brazen and self righteous but along with her beauty and all other qualifications make it look trivial she lives in hartfield
with her father and her duenna miss taylor who became like one of them however after emma introduces and match her up
with a gentleman named mr weston miss taylor marries and moves from there now she is mrs weston no matter how much
mr weston and emma suffer from this separation they have to put up for the sake of their friend s happiness in fact soon
after emma finds something else to be occupied with her new occupation miss harriett smith into is a young girl whose
parents are unknown but her heart is kind emma is determined to turn her into an intelligent courteous lady with of good
manners and match her with a suitable gentleman emma herself is resolute about not getting married because she saw
how sad her father was when her sister got married then she knew she cannot leave her father after her father dies she
would never need money and she would have a happy life with her friends this is probably the reason why she provides
motivation for other girls to marry emma embraces harriet she facilitates it by endearing herself to other people around
harriet also has an aspirant son of the family that had adopted her once mr robert martin harriet finds her handsome and
honest but emma dissuades her for the reason that even if he is financially well off emma does not deem his social sphere
of harriet s thus she deters her easily a quite handsome and wealthy gentleman and an old family friend of woodhouses mr
knightley comes to know rejection as he is a close friend of robert martin he comprehends emma has her hand in this
business immediately reaches to emma to talk about this yet he obtains no result in fact no one but mr knightly has the
courage to tell emma her faults and warn emma relishes his friendship still this time her opinion is that he is wrong
moreover mr knightley is the only one to sense what the future may bring likewise everyone including emma has no idea
about the consequences of this tiny incident

Emma "Annotated & Illustrated Book" Teacher Edition 2020-03-11
with a stunning cover design inspired by the iconic fashion featured in the book this beautiful hardback edition is a special
puffin classic created in partnership with the world famous v a museum featuring an exclusive foreword by connie karol
burks an assistant curator in the fashion textiles and furniture department at the v a emma is clever rich beautiful and sees
no need for marriage an irrepressible matchmaker she loves interfering in the romantic lives of others until her
matchmaking plans unravel with consequences that she never expected jane austen s novel of youthful exuberance with its
imperfect but charming heroine is often seen as her most flawless work
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Emma: V&A Collector's Edition 2021-03-30
emma woodhouse handsome clever and rich with a comfortable home and happy disposition seemed to unite some of the
best blessings of existence and had lived nearly twenty one years in the world with very little to distress or vex her she was
the youngest of the two daughters of a most affectionate indulgent father and had in consequence of her sister s marriage
been mistress of his house from a very early period her mother had died too long ago for her to have more than an
indistinct remembrance of her caresses and her place had been supplied by an excellent woman as governess who had
fallen little short of a mother in affection sixteen years had miss taylor been in mr woodhouse s family less as a governess
than a friend very fond of both daughters but particularly of emma between them it was more the intimacy of sisters even
before miss taylor had ceased to hold the nominal office of governess the mildness of her temper had hardly allowed her to
impose any restraint and the shadow of authority being now long passed away they had been living together as friend and
friend very mutually attached and emma doing just what she liked highly esteeming miss taylor s judgment but directed
chiefly by her own

Emma (Jefferson Classic Edition) 2014-09-13
emma is a comic novel by jane austen first published in december 1815 about the perils of misconstrued romance the main
character emma woodhouse is described in the opening paragraph as handsome clever and rich but is also rather spoiled
prior to starting the novel austen wrote i am going to take a heroine whom no one but myself will much like

Emma Illustrated (Classic Edition) 2022-02-14
often described as jane austen s most perfect novel emma is published for the first time in flipback classics so now you can
always carry an austen in your pocket

Emma (flipback Edition) 2011-11
emma woodhouse is a strong independent woman who is perfectly happy to remain single when emma takes on a fancy to
matchmaking she begins to interfere into the love lives of those around her however her eagerness to match people
together sparks unintended results that send shock waves throughout the countryside jane austen is famous for her six
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novels sense and sensibility pride and prejudice mansfield park emma northanger abbey and persuasion her works of
romantic fiction set among the landed gentry earned her a place as one of the most widely read writers in english literature
her realism biting irony and social commentary as well as her acclaimed plots have gained her historical importance among
scholars and critics this cloth bound book includes a victorian inspired dust jacket and is limited to 100 copies

Emma (100 Copy Collector's Edition) 2019-12-10
jane austen 1775 1817 was an english novelist whose works of romantic fiction set among the landed gentry earned her a
place as one of the most widely read writers in english literature her realism and biting social commentary have gained her
historical importance among scholars and critics emma 1815 is austen s fourth published novel and the last one published
before her death of the title character emma woodhouse austen famously said i am going to take a heroine whom no one
but myself will much like in this austen was wrong emma is young rich something of a busybody and definitely a snob but
at the same time wins readers over with her wit charm and devotion to her friends and family although light on plot emma
is rich in characterization and remains one of austen s best loved novels this book is in the deseret alphabet a phonetic
alphabet for writing english developed in the mid 19th century at the university of deseret now the university of utah

Emma 2017-09-09
emma is a delightful novel about youthful hubris and misconstrued romance the story takes place in the fictional english
village of highbury and the surrounding estates

Emma 2019-03-22
this premium quality edition includes the complete unabridged text of jane austen s classic tale of good intentions gone bad
in a freshly edited and newly typeset edition with a generous 6 x 9 page size this edition is printed on heavyweight 60
bright white paper with a fully laminated cover featuring an original full color design emma the fourth of jane austen s
published novels emma appeared in december 1815 to generally positive reviews and solid sales following second editions
of pride and prejudice and sense and sensibility a lively comedy of manners emma is also a novel about youthful hubris and
the consequences of misinterpreted romance as in austen s other novels the unfairness of the british legal and cultural
systems that left women dependent upon marriage and family for social standing and economic security is an underlying
theme as austen with characteristic dry humor and wit explores the concerns and difficulties of genteel women living in the
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georgian regency period in england austen set out to create a story around a heroine whom no one but myself will much
like and in the opening sentence introduces emma woodhouse handsome clever and rich but emma is spoiled headstrong
self satisfied and not quite so wise or intuitive as she believes herself to be having attended a wedding where she had
introduced the bride and groom and given herself credit for the marriage she concludes that she should turn her attention
to matchmaking against advice she pursues her new interest oblivious to the fact that her imagination often colors her
perceptions and blind to the dangers of meddling in other people s lives jane austen born into a family at the lowest tier of
the english landed gentry jane austen 1775 1817 found modest critical and financial success in her lifetime but by 1830 her
books had been out of print for a decade when the copyrights were purchased and new illustrated editions included in
richard bentley s popular standard novels series with wider exposure they gained popularity and stature and sold steadily if
not spectacularly throughout the 19th century austen s work had an admiring following among britain s self proclaimed
literary elite but it was really not until the early twentieth century that her novels became the object of academic studies as
great literature austen s work was part of the transition to realism in 19th century british literature and her romantic
fiction set for the most part among the gentry of the english countryside was marked by dry wit satire and sharp social
commentary often directed at the unfairness of the british legal and cultural systems that left women dependent upon
marriage and family for social standing and economic security in pride and prejudice for example austen uses the
repetitive complaints of the mother to attack indirectly and humorously the entailed estate a form of ownership in which
only male heirs can inherit real estate making the father s cousin not his wife and daughters the legal heir to their home
with the exception of a short period at a boarding school and visits to a brother who was for a time a london banker austen
lived her entire life within a close knit family group very much like the gentry who make up the characters of her novels
mainly located in the countryside very much like the settings of her novels in a cruelly ironic twist austen s family would
suffer the fate feared by mrs bennet in pride and prejudice when her father died unexpectedly leaving his wife and
unmarried daughters destitute and dependent upon her brothers for support

Emma the Complete and Unabridged Original Classic Edition 2016-12-20
the real evils indeed of emma s situation were the power of having rather too much her own way and a disposition to think
a little too well of herself the narrator opens the novel by introducing us to emma woodhouse a girl endowed with some of
the best blessings of existence including good looks intelligence riches and an affectionate father emma s only
disadvantages are that she is slightly spoiled and that she thinks a little too well of herself emma s mother died before
emma could form many memories of her but her gentle governess miss taylor provided a motherly love after emma s older
sister isabella was married and moved to london miss taylor and emma became best friends as the novel begins miss taylor
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has just left hartfield the estate of emma and mr woodhouse to marry a widower named mr weston and emma is left
without a companion she attempts to comfort her despondent father who hates change with the thought that they will see
the new mrs weston often but emma only partially succeeds in comforting herself at this moment neighborhood resident
mr knightley the brother of isabella s husband pays a visit having returned from visiting their mutual relations in london he
affirms the appropriateness of the match between mr weston and miss taylor and gently chides emma when she claims
credit emma declares that she will repeat her matchmaking success by finding a wife for mr elton the village rector

Emma Annotated And Illustrated Book With Teacher Edition 2020-07-15
this premium quality large print edition includes the complete unabridged text of jane austen s classic tale of good
intentions gone bad in a freshly edited and newly typeset edition with a generous 7 44 x 9 69 page size this edition is
printed on heavyweight 55 bright white paper with a fully laminated cover featuring an original full color design emma the
fourth of jane austen s published novels emma appeared in december 1815 to generally positive reviews and solid sales
following second editions of pride and prejudice and sense and sensibility a lively comedy of manners emma is also a novel
about youthful hubris and the consequences of misinterpreted romance as in austen s other novels the unfairness of the
british legal and cultural systems that left women dependent upon marriage and family for social standing and economic
security is an underlying theme as austen with characteristic dry humor and wit explores the concerns and difficulties of
genteel women living in the georgian regency period in england austen set out to create a story around a heroine whom no
one but myself will much like and in the opening sentence introduces emma woodhouse handsome clever and rich but
emma is spoiled headstrong self satisfied and not quite so wise or intuitive as she believes herself to be having attended a
wedding where she had introduced the bride and groom and given herself credit for the marriage she concludes that she
should turn her attention to matchmaking against advice she pursues her new interest oblivious to the fact that her
imagination often colors her perceptions and blind to the dangers of meddling in other people s lives jane austen born into
a family at the lowest tier of the english landed gentry jane austen 1775 1817 found modest critical and financial success in
her lifetime but by 1830 her books had been out of print for a decade when the copyrights were purchased and new
illustrated editions included in richard bentley s popular standard novels series with wider exposure they gained popularity
and stature and sold steadily if not spectacularly throughout the 19th century austen s work had an admiring following
among britain s self proclaimed literary elite but it was really not until the early twentieth century that her novels became
the object of academic studies as great literature austen s work was part of the transition to realism in 19th century british
literature and her romantic fiction set for the most part among the gentry of the english countryside was marked by dry wit
satire and sharp social commentary often directed at the unfairness of the british legal and cultural systems that left
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women dependent upon marriage and family for social standing and economic security in pride and prejudice for example
austen uses the repetitive complaints of the mother to attack indirectly and humorously the entailed estate a form of
ownership in which only male heirs can inherit real estate making the father s cousin not his wife and daughters the legal
heir to their home with the exception of a short period at a boarding school and visits to a brother who was for a time a
london banker austen lived her entire life within a close knit family group very much like the gentry who make up the
characters of her novels mainly located in the countryside very much like the settings of her novels in a cruelly ironic twist
austen s family would suffer the fate feared by mrs bennet in pride and prejudice when her father died unexpectedly
leaving his wife and unmarried daughters destitute and dependent upon her brothers for support

Emma (Top Shelf Large Print Edition) 2020-01-10
emma woodhouse is a strong independent woman who is perfectly happy to remain single when emma takes on a fancy to
matchmaking she begins to interfere into the love lives of those around her however her eagerness to match people
together sparks unintended results that send shock waves throughout the countryside jane austen is famous for her six
novels sense and sensibility pride and prejudice mansfield park emma northanger abbey and persuasion her works of
romantic fiction set among the landed gentry earned her a place as one of the most widely read writers in english literature
her realism biting irony and social commentary as well as her acclaimed plots have gained her historical importance among
scholars and critics this cloth bound book includes a victorian inspired dust jacket and is limited to 100 copies

Emma the Complete and Unabridged Large Print Classic Edition
2016-12-22
a história do orgulho juvenil e os perigos do romance emma professa que ela nunca deseja se casar a menos que ela se
apaixone muito como ela não tem necessidade financeira ter uma grande herança e ela não deseja deixar seu pai sozinho
depois de uma série de novos compromissos e muita falta de comunicação ela se encontra apaixonada por sua amiga

Emma (100 Copy Limited Edition) 2019-10-12
includes the unabridged text of austen s classic novel plus a complete study guide that features chapter by chapter
summaries explanations and discussions of the plot question and answer sections author biography historical background
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and more

Emma 2019-06-27
emma woodhouse is a strong independent woman who is perfectly happy to remain single when emma takes on a fancy to
matchmaking she sparks unintended results that send shock waves throughout the countryside

Emma Thrift Study Edition 2012-05-10
traditional character edition clever rich and single the beautiful an mo emma is focused on her career as fashion designer
in the glamor of 21st century shanghai seeing no need for romance in her life she spends her time finding a boyfriend for
her new friend fangfang as she ignores the warnings of her friend shi wenzheng mr knightley her plans begin to unravel
bringing consequences she never expected with its witty and charming characters emma is often seen as jane austen s
most flawless work mandarin companion is a series of easy to read novels in chinese that are fun to read and proven to
accelerate language learning every book in the mandarin companion series is carefully written to use characters words and
grammar that a learner is likely to know level 1 is intended for chinese learners at an upper elementary level most learners
will be able to approach this book after one to two years of formal study depending on the learner and program this series
is designed to combine simplicity of characters with an easy to understand storyline which helps learners to expand their
vocabularies and language comprehension abilities the more they read the better they will become at reading and grasping
the chinese language

Emma (Royal Collector's Edition) (Case Laminate Hardcover with Jacket)
2021-01-31
historien om ungdommelig hubris og farerne ved forkert romantik

Emma 2017-07-30
het verhaal van jeugdige overmoed en de gevaren van verkeerd geïnterpreteerde romantiek
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Emma 2019-05-20
although convinced that she herself will never marry emma woodhouse a precocious twenty year old resident of the village
of highbury imagines herself to be naturally gifted in conjuring love matches after self declared success at matchmaking
between her governess and mr weston a village widower emma takes it upon herself to find an eligible match for her new
friend harriet smith though harriet s parentage is unknown emma is convinced that harriet deserves to be a gentleman s
wife and sets her friend s sights on mr elton the village vicar meanwhile emma persuades harriet to reject the proposal of
robert martin a well to do farmer for whom harriet clearly has feelings harriet becomes infatuated with mr elton under
emma s encouragement but emma s plans go awry when elton makes it clear that his affection is for emma not harriet
emma realizes that her obsession with making a match for harriet has blinded her to the true nature of the situation mr
knightley emma s brother in law and treasured friend watches emma s matchmaking efforts with a critical eye he believes
that mr martin is a worthy young man whom harriet would be lucky to marry he and emma quarrel over emma s meddling
and as usual mr knightley proves to be the wiser of the pair elton spurned by emma and offended by her insinuation that
harriet is his equal leaves for the town of bath and marries a girl there almost immediately

Emma 2019-05-20
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